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In this paper, a solution method for the temperature distribution of rectangular test 
specimen with a high-speed heat air-flow passing through is proposed based on 
the heat transfer theory and numerical calculation, and the feasibility of tempera-
ture prediction method is validated. Firstly, the partial differential equations to de-
scribe the average temperature in the section of the hot air-flow and the specimen 
are established and the solving method using MATLAB solver is proposed. Then, 
based on heat transfer conduction equation and the average temperature, the tem-
perature distribution at different point in each section is calculated. The compari-
son between numerical computation and experiment shows that two results are in 
good agreement, which verifies the correctness of the presented prediction method 
of the temperature distribution of the specimen.
Key words: thermal analysis, high-speed heat air-flow,  

heat performance prediction

Introduction

The temperature control on the inner surface of long and narrow rectangle shape test 
specimen is the key technology of thermal intensity experiments in thermal component of the 
aero-engine. Because of the harsh environmental condition, narrow installation space, special 
sensor layout, and high flow temperature and flow rate, the thermal intensity experiments are 
difficult to be implemented. In most cases, the results of thermal distribution in a test specimen 
can’t be obtained from the experiments, and the numerical calculation method is applied to 
instead of the experiments. In the case of control the temperature of specimen, the calculation 
method has theory directive significance to the selection of the control strategy. Therefore, an 
appropriate accurate method for thermal analysis is very important to obtain the real thermal 
distributions in test specimen under different conditions.

In this work, the temperature distribution solution of rectangular test specimen will 
be conducted based on the mechanism analysis and numerical heat transfer method, and the 
feasibility of temperature prediction solution will be validated.

The thermal analysis of the test specimen with a high speed heat air-flow pass through 
involves modeling, heat transfer and numerical simulation, and many experts and scholars have 
done a lot of researches on these fields respectively. Many researchers tend to establish complete 
mathematical model, and most of them [1-3] use ANSYS to solve the mathematical model. Some 
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researchers use other methods to solve the mathematical models. Zhang et al. [4] proposed a new 
model and an analytical solution for the heat conduction of tunnel lining ground heat exchangers. 
The model considered both composite medium and time-dependent boundary, and the analytical 
solution was obtained by using the superposition principle and finite integral transform method. 
Based on a series of quasi-stationary states, Ferrero and D’Ambrosio [5] presented an alternative 
approach which utilizes the heat-conduction solver to evolve in a loosely coupled fashion using 
time steps which are large with respect to the flow time scale. Some researchers analyzed the 
dynamic process of heat transfer. Wang et al. [6] established a thermodynamic model for flow 
temperature phenomena and presented dynamic temperature compensation by compared the nu-
merical simulations with the experimental measurements. The accuracy and the effectiveness of 
the compensation method were proved. Ibrahim et al. [7] introduced transient modeling of data 
centers with changing power dissipations and computer room air-conditioning air-flow rates. 
Transient modeling proved advantageous in monitoring temperature fluctuations. Zohir et al. [8] 
carried out an experimental investigation to study the enhancement in heat transfer coefficient 
by inserting coiled wire around the surface of the double-pipe heat exchanger inner tube. In or-
der to predicting the heat transfer characteristics of a helical-coiled, crimped, spiral, finned-tube 
heat exchanger, Boonsri and Wongwises [9] presented theoretical and experimental studies on 
it, the conclusion shown that the simulation results based on the developed mathematical model 
agreement with the experimental data. 

The study on fluid heat transfer aspects listed as follows. Wae-Hayee et al. [10] stud-
ied the flow and heat transfer characteristics of in-line impinging jets in cross-flow. The results 
indicated that Nusselt number peak increased by the increasing cross-flow velocity for short 
jet-to-plate distance. Hardik et al. [11] analyzed the influence of curvature and Reynolds num-
ber on local heat transfer coefficient in helical coil with water. Rabari et al. [12] investigated 
the effect of convection heat transfer on performance of waste heat thermoelectric generator. 
Many researchers [13-15] studied the nature convection, and many researchers focused on the 
forced convective heat transfer. Aydin et al. [16] studied laminar forced convective slip flow 
in a micro-tube subject with an axially varying heat flux by using the finite volume method. 
They obtained the conclusion that the mean Nusselt number decreases with an increase in the 
amplitude. Ashish and Kumarpatil [17] investigated the heat transfer characteristics of grooved 
fin under forced convection. Elnaggar et al. [18] conducted analytical investigations on the 
horizontal L-shape heat pipe for the laptop-CPU. The 2-D finite element simulation and exper-
imental wall temperatures were found to be a good match. Adesanya et al. [19] made the ther-
modynamic analysis in forced convective flow of a third grade fluid through a vertical channel. 

Some researchers [20, 21] studied the problems of thermal structural. Ji et al. [20] in-
vestigated the bidirectional thermal-structure coupling by using the finite element analysis when 
the properties of material were temperature-dependent. In order to obtain the high-speed heat 
air-flow, Li et al. [22] and Cai et al. [23] studied the oil-fuel supply system and temperature con-
trol system of air-flow wind tunnel, respectively, and the control effects were satisfactory. Many 
numerical simulation of heat transfer were conducted by some researchers [24, 25]. 

In summary, a lot of effort has been made to performed the thermal analysis of many case, 
but the thermal analysis of high-speed heat air-flow through the objects are rare. It makes senses to 
analysis the thermal distribution of a test specimen which has high-speed heat air-flow pass through.

Problem formulation

In order to conduct the thermal strength experiment, the high temperature heat air-
flow passes through the thermal specimen is needed. The schematic of thermal test experiment 
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is shown in fig. 1. Where, the conversion interface temperature is kept at the value of 1000 ℃, 
and the part of test specimen touching with the conversion interface remain 1000 ℃. The spec-
imen is insulated with heat preservation material.

The fig. 2 indicates the schematic of test specimen. In the specimen, there are four sen-
sors which positions are shown in fig. 2, and they are used to measure the temperature of point 
1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. The co-ordinates of points 1, 2 and 3 are (0.24, 0.042, 0.060), (0.32, 
0.042, –0.065), and (0.48, 0.042, –0.065), respectively. Point 4 is in the middle of the outlet and 
its co-ordinate are (0.48, 0.042, 0). The sensor in point 4 is used to measure the temperature of 
outlet air-flow.
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Figure 1. The schematic of thermal test 
experiment

Figure 2. The schematic of test specimen

Mathematic model 

This section deals with the establishment of the mathematical model between the sec-
tional average temperature of the air-flow and test specimen, and the temperature distribution 
in a section of the test specimen.

Heat transfer equation

In order to establish the mathematical model between the temperature of test specimen 
and air-flow, a segment of test specimen and air-flow along the X-axis is selected to analyze 
the heat transfer relationship between them. In the process of modeling, the assumptions are 
described as follows: (1) only the heat convection between the test specimen and heat air-flow 
is considered, the heat radiation is ignored and (2) there is no heat transfer on the test specimen 
wrapped by the heat preservation material.

Figure 3 denotes the differential element of the heat transfer. In fig. 3, fΦ  is the inner 
energy of the fluid in unit time, and fxΦ  and fsΦ  are the inner energy increment of the air-flow of 
differential volume and the heat energy absorbed by the test specimen in unit time, respectively.

Considering
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and substituting them into the energy balance law to the differential volume f fx fsΦ Φ Φ= −  
yields:
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In eq. (1), to write the related coefficients, heat physical parameters, Nusselt number 
and Reynolds number are:
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Substituting eq. (2) to eq. (1) yields:
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Similar to the derivations of eq. (1) and to define the relative coefficients for the dif-
ferential volume of test specimen, we can write:
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Equations (3) and (4) are the mathematical model of the test specimen in PDE.

Temperature distribution on the section

We can make the modification for the average temperature of each section along to the 
thickness of the specimen using the expansion manner in fig. 4. In this way, the analysis of thermal 
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distribution along the Y- and Z-axis is converted one-di-
mensional. The temperature along the Z-axis is constant.

The thermal transfer problem of the rectangular 
elementary body along the Y-axis can be described:

 
2
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t y
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= < <
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 (5)

where /( )s s sa cλ ρ= , δ  – the thickness of the speci-
men, 0.01δ = , since our focus is temperature varia-
tion along y, approximately holds / /sT t T t∂ ∂ ≈ ∂ ∂  and 
eq. (5) can be written:
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To solve the PDE expressed by eq. (6) yields the solution:
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Function fitting

The temperatures of air-flow and test specimen do not keep constant all the time. The 
thermal properties parameters should be treated as the function of the temperature, such as fc , 
ρf, v , fλ , and sc , during the process of solving the PDE. Table 1 provides some thermal prop-
erties of the standard flue gas under the condition of 101.325 kPaP = .

According to the thermal properties in tab. 1, the fitting function of fc , ρf, v, and fλ
are obtained by using curve fitting tool in MATLAB are:
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Based on eq. (8), the fitting functions of 0.3 0.8Pr /( )f f fcλ νρ  and 0.3 0.8Pr /fλ ν  are ob-
tained, and expressed:
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The specific heat of test specimen is shown in tab. 2.

Table 1. Some thermal properties of the standard flue gas
T  

[℃]
ρf

[kgm–3])
cf

[kJkg–1K–1]
ν ∙106 

[m2s–1]
λf∙102

[Wm–1K–1] Pr

300 0.617 1.122 43.9 4.84 0.65
400 0.525 1.151 57.8 5.70 0.64
500 0.457 1.185 73.0 6.56 0.63
600 0.405 1.214 89.4 7.42 0.62
700 0.363 1.239 107 8.27 0.61
800 0.330 1.264 126 9.15 0.60
900 0.301 1.290 146 10.01 0.59
1000 0.275 1.306 167 10.90 0.58
1100 0.257 1.323 188 11.75 0.57
1200 0. 240 1.340 211 12.56 0.56
1300 0.225 1.131 234 13.49 0.55
1400 0.211 1.141 258 14.42 0.54
1500 0.199 1.160 282 15.35 0.53
1600 0.189 1.177 307 16.28 0.52
1700 0.179 1.195 333 17.33 0.51
1800 0.170 1.212 361 18.14 0.50

Table 2. The specific-heat of test specimen
Ts [℃] 23 100 200 300 500 700 900 1000 1100 1200 1400

cs
[kJkg–1K–1] 0.75 0.9 1.2 1.25 1.4 1.5 1.65 1.7 1.75 1.8 1.9

To fit for the data in tab. 2 yields the fitting function of sc  as:

 4 3(5.974 10 1.088) 10s sc T−= ⋅ + ⋅  (10)

In the simulation computation, 10 W/mKsλ =  and 32030 kg/msρ = .
The fT  and sT  in eqs. (8) and (9) should be replaced by fT  and sT , respectively. The 

parameters 1K , 2K , and 3K  can be calculated:
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Simulation and analysis 

Numerical calculation method based on MATLAB

The pdepe function in MATLAB [26] can solve the partial differential equations, the 
function call can be written: 
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 sol = pdepe(m,@pdefun,@pdeic,@pdebc,x,t)

where m is a parameter corresponding to the symmetry of the problem, pdefun is a handle that 
defines the components of the PDE, pdeic is the initial conditions, pdebc is a handle that defines 
the boundary conditions, x and t are variables. 

The PDE model in eqs. (3) and (4) must formulate style of pdefun:

 , , , , , , , , ,m mu u u uc x t u x x f x t u s x t u
t t x t t

−∂ ∂ ∂  ∂  ∂     = +      ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂      
 (12)

Therefore, the pdefun from PDE can be written:
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where 1 2, f wu T u T= = . To compare eq. (13) with eq. (12) yields:
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The PDE in eqs. (3) and (4) can be solved by the pdepe function in MATLAB [26]. 
The PDE holds on an interval 0 0.48x≤ ≤  for times 0t > . The speed of air-flow is 

0.24 Ma 81.6 m/sfv = = . (The Mach number, Ma, is the ratio between the velocity of one point 
in the field and the local speed of sound.)

The PDE satisfies the initial conditions: 1( ,0) 1000u x = , 2 ( ,0) 1000u x = , and boundary 
conditions:

 1( , ) ( )u l t f t= ,   2 (0, ) 1000u t = ,   ( ) ( )2
2, 25sa

s

hu l t u
x λ

∂
= − −

∂

where ( )f t  is the function of outlet air-flow temperature which change with t, hsa is the convec-
tion heat transfer coefficient of test specimen outlet, and equal to 20.

The boundary conditions of the partial derivatives of u  must be written in terms of 
pdebc. The left and right boundary conditions are, respectively:
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where the operator ⋅∗  indicates Hadamard product in MATLAB [26].

Results and discussion

The object temperature and the adjustment time can be set in the temperature control 
system of hot wind tunnel. The hot wind tunnel is fired up at 0 s, and the temperature jump to 
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about 1000 ℃. At the same time, the air-flow object temperature of the hot wind tunnel is set 
to 1050 ℃ and the adjustment time is set to 400 s. The air-flow temperature is rise to 1050 ℃ 
slowly between 0~400 s, and keep at 1050 ℃ during 400-1400 s. At 1400 s, the target tem-
perature of the hot wind tunnel is set to 1800 ℃, and the air-flow temperature began to rise 
significantly after 1400 s. The outlet air-flow temperature shown in fig. 5 has been measured 
in point 4 and the fitting curve expressions are described as:
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The measurement condition of point 1, 2, 
3, and 4 is described as follow: under standard 
atmosphere, the static press is 100.012 kPa and 
the total press is 103.983 kPa. 

In this paper, the mainly analysis is the 
process after 400 s and the results displayed is 
after 800 s. The calculation results of PDE are 
obtained through the MATLAB differential 
equation solver. The average temperature of 
air-flow, fT , and test specimen, sT  changing 
with time and X-axis are shown in fig. 6. Ac-
cording to fig. 6, we can obtain that the heat 
transfer between the test specimen and heat air-
flow is in the steady-state during 400 s to 1400 
s and in the dynamic process after 1400 s. The 

variation of each section average temperature of test specimen changes along with the each 
section average temperature of air-flow. 

According to fig. 6(a), the air-flow average temperature curves of x = 0.03, x = 0.24 
and x = 0.48 are compared in fig. 7(a), We can get the following conclusion: (0.03, )fT t ,

(0.24, t)fT , and (0.48, t)fT  rise in step, and the temperature difference between any two curves 
among the three is little in every time. 

According to fig. 6(b), the test specimen average temperature curves of x = 0.03,  
x = 0.24, and x = 0.48 are compared in fig. 7(b). The temperature curves of ( )0.03,sT t , (0.24, )sT t , 
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and (0.48, )sT t  all remain the same before 1400 s and rise sharply after 1400 s, in the steady- 
-state, (0.24, )sT t  is higher than the other two; because of the inlet (x = 0) temperature of test 
specimen remain in 1000 ℃, (0.03, )sT t  is lower than (0.24, )sT t . Because there is the heat 
convection at the outlet of the specimen (x = 0.48), the (0.24, )sT t  is big than the (0.48, )sT t .

The temperature curve of every point in the specimen can be calculated through the 
eq. (7) after ( ),sT x t  is obtained. The calculated temperature results and measurement results 
of points 1, 2, and 3 are compared in figs. 8-10, respectively.

In fig. 8, the calculation and measurement results at the point 1 have reached a stable 
state before 1400 s, while it increases considerably after 1400 s. The difference between the 
computation and the measurement result is about 20 ℃ in the steady-state and became lager 
in the middle of rising stage. In fig. 9, the measurement result obtained before 1760 s is valid 
for the sensor is broken after 1760 s. The difference between the calculated result and the mea-
surement result is about 30 ℃ before 1400 s and became lager too in the middle of rising stage. 
Anyway, the calculated result agrees with the measurement result within the permissible range 
of error before 1760 s. In fig. 10, before 1400 s, the temperature at the point 3 has reached a sta-
ble state; the difference between the calculated result and the measurement result is about 50 ℃ 
and the percentage of error is less than 7%. After 1400 s, the temperature at point 3 increases 
considerably and the calculated result is in accordance with the measurement result. 

The percent of difference between calculation result and measurement result is show 
in fig. 11. In the steady-state, the relative error at points 1, 2, and 3 is less than 5% at most time, 
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during the dynamic procedure; the error percent are less than 8% which is acceptable. In the 
dynamic state, the specific heat capacity of the test specimen is changed with the temperature. 
While in the process of calculation, the specific heat capacity of test specimen is treated as a 
constant valve which is bigger than the real value in the most time. Hence, the calculation result 
is smaller than the measurement result. The error between the calculation and measurement in 
the dynamic state is larger. In steady-state, the heat absorbed equal to the heat dissipated. The 
change of the specific heat capacity of the test specimen has little influence on the test specimen 
temperature, and the error in dynamic state is smaller.

Through figs. 8-11, we can get the conclusion: the calculated results are in accordance 
with the measurement results within an allowed error. It validates the correctness and effective-
ness of the model, and reflects that the calculation method has practical value in engineering. 

Conclusions

Based on the numerical analysis and the comparison with part of experiments, the 
conclusions can be summarized as follows.

 y The established mathematical model of the specimen with heat air-flow passing through and 
the proposed solution method via MATLAB solver are available.

 y The method described in the paper is applied to temperature prediction, and it can realize 
that the temperature of every point in the test specimen, under the condition of the outlet 
temperature of air-flow, the boundary condition and initial condition are known, is able to be 
calculated. The mathematical model can describe the relationship between the temperature 
of test specimen and air-flow. When the temperature of a point in the test specimen need 
to be controlled in a given rang in engineering, the goal can be achieved by adjusting the 
temperature of outlet air-flow.

 y The application of the method provides a prediction method of the temperature distribution 
of the specimen with heat air-flow passing through, and can be effectively extended to solve 
the similar problems in engineering.

Nomenclature
Acf – cross section area of air-flow, [m2]
Acs – cross section area of test specimen, [m2]
a – intermediate variable 
Cl – entrance effect correction coefficient
Ct – temperature difference correction coefficient

cf – specific heat capacity of  
 air-flow, [Jkg–1K–1]

cs – specific heat capacity of test  
 specimen, [Jkg–1K–1]
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Figure 10. The calculated temperature 
result and measurement result of point 3

Figure 11. The error percent of point 1, 
2 and 3
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d – equivalent diameter of the test  
 specimen, [m]

hfs – he convective heat transfer coefficient  
 between the air-flow and test  
 specimen, [Wm–2K–1]

hsa – he convective heat transfer coefficient  
 between the air and test  
 specimen, [Wm–2K–1]

Lcf – outer perimeter of the air-flow, [m]
l – length of the test specimen, [m]
Nu – Nusselt number, [–]
Pr – Prandtl number, [–]
Qf – flow of heat air-flow, [m3s–1]
Re – Reynolds number, [–]

fT  – sectional mean temperature of  
 heat air-flow, [℃]

sT  – sectional mean temperature of  
 test specimen, [℃]

Vf – differential volume of the heat air-flow, [m3]
vf – velocity of heat air-flow, [ms–1]
x, y, z – co-ordinate system, [m] 

Greek symbols

δ – thickness of test specimen, [m]
λf – thermal conductivity of heat  

 air-flow, [Wm–1K–1]
λs – thermal conductivity of test  

 specimen, [Wm–1K–1]
ν  – kinematic viscosity of air, [m2s–1]
ρf – density of heat air-flow, [kgm–3] 
ρs – density of test specimen, [kgm–3]

Subscripts

cs – cross section of specimen
cf – cross section of heat air-flow
f – air-flow
fs – air-flow to test specimen
l – length
s – specimen
sa – test specimen to air
t – temperature
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